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Rapid Prototyping of Mobile Context-Aware Applications:The Cyberguide Case StudySue Long, Rob Kooper,Gregory D. Abowd, and Christopher G. AtkesonCollege of ComputingGeorgia Institute of TechnologyAtlanta, GA 30332-0280fsuelong,kooper,abowd,cgag@cc.gatech.eduhttp://www.cc.gatech.edu/fceABSTRACTWe present the Cyberguide project, in which we arebuilding prototypes of a mobile context-aware tour guidethat provide information to a tourist based on knowl-edge of position and orientation. We describe featuresof existing Cyberguide prototypes and discuss researchissues that have emerged in our context-aware applica-tions development in a mobile environment.Keywords: Mobile computing applications, context-awareness, location-dependent applications, hand-helddevices1 IntroductionThe project we report on in this paper, Cyberguide,has as its main focus the rapid prototyping of hand-held mobile applications in order to assess the utilityof context-awareness in mobile devices. The challengewe are addressing in Cyberguide is how to build mobileapplications that make use of the context of the user.Initially, we are concerned with only a small part of theuser's context, speci�cally location and orientation.The application which drives the development of Cy-berguide is a that of a general tour guide. More speci�-cally, the initial prototypes of Cyberguide were designedto assist visitors in a tour of the GVU (Graphics, Vi-sualization and Usability) Center during our monthlyTo appear in the Proceedings of the 2nd ACM In-ternational Conference on Mobile Computing AndNetworking, 1996 (MobiCom'96).

open houses. Visitors to a GVU open house are typi-cally given a map of the various labs and an informa-tion packet describing all of the projects that are beingdemonstrated at various sites. In building Cyberguide,we wanted to support the tasks of the visitor to theGVU open house. Moving all of the paper-based in-formation into a hand-held intelligent tour guide thatknows where you are and what you are looking at andcan answer typical visitor questions provides a testbedfor research questions on mobile, context-aware appli-cation development.Our short-term goal was to prototype versions ofCyberguide on commercially available PDAs and pen-based PCs. Context awareness initially meant the cur-rent physical position and orientation of the Cyberguideunit (and since it is hand-held, this locates the useras well). Position information improves the utility ofa tour guide application. As the prototypes of Cyber-guide evolve, we will be able to handle more of the user'scontext, such as where she has been, what was seen andheard there, as well as where others are and have been.1.1 OverviewIn this paper, we discuss the evolution of the Cyber-guide design and prototype as well as what future re-search areas our experience has uncovered. We begin bydescribing scenarios for the use of context-aware mobileapplications. We then compare our research to otherrelated work. Next we outline a conceptual design ofCyberguide followed by a description of some of ourprototypes. A discussion of issues that arose during ourprototype development follows. We conclude with anoutline of our plans for future work.
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2 Scenarios For aMobile Context-Aware ApplicationThis section outlines some possible uses for future mo-bile context aware devices. Some of these uses are cur-rently being implemented and some are futuristic. Theideal hand-held device will have a screen and pen/�ngerinterface, access to substantial storage resources, possi-bly through an internal device such as a CD drive, orthrough substantial communication and networking re-sources (cell phone, pager, data radio interface) provid-ing access to other storage servers (such as the Web),an audio input and output interface with speech gen-eration and potentially sophisticated voice recognition,and a video input and output interface. The video in-put (a video camera) could be pointed at the user tointerpret user gestures, or pointed at the environmentto interpret objects or symbols in the environment. Thevideo output could be integrated into the main screen orbe a separate video display device, such as an attachedscreen or heads up display on glasses worn by the user.One major application of mobile context aware de-vices are personal guides. Museums could provide thesedevices and allow users to take personalized tours seeingany exhibits desired in any order, in contrast to today'staped tours. Walking tours of cities or historical sitescould be assisted by electronic guidebooks. The hand-held devices could use position measurement systemssuch as indoor beacons or the Global Positioning System(GPS) to locate the user, and an electronic compass orinertial navigation system to �nd user orientation. Ob-jects of interest could be marked with visual markersor active beacons or recognized using computer vision.Some objects, such as animals at a zoo or aquarium,might be di�cult to mark but could be recognized withsimple computer vision and some assistance from theenvironment (indications that this is the elephant cage,for example). The personal guide could also assist inroute planning and providing directions. Some of thesefunctions are currently being provided by automobilebased navigation systems. We describe our implemen-tation of a mobile tour guide for our \open houses" ina later section.There are other ways to assist users. Consider a trav-eler in Japan that does not speak or read Japanese. Thehand-held device could act as a pocket multilingual dic-tionary, actually speaking the appropriate phrase withthe appropriate pronunciation to a taxi driver, for ex-ample (or even showing the appropriate Kanji and anassociated map on the screen). A device that includedvideo input or a scanner could assist in reading signs ormenus. A device that could show stored images mightbe able to show a shopkeeper the desired object or fa-vorite meal. Another more futuristic use is to assistthe user by recognizing faces at a cocktail party and

reminding the user who people are.Real time communication allows a personal deviceto act as an agent for the user. A personal guide toDisneyworld could make reservations at particular rides,and alert the user when the reservation was available.The device could also tell the user which rides had theshortest lines. Similar approaches are currently beingused for automobile tra�c management in Atlanta.An important application of context aware devicesis enhanced reality. A heads up display could provide\X-ray" vision for the user. While surveying a build-ing for renovation, the location of hidden plumbing orelectrical conduits could be indicated to the user, basedon information from sensors and/or building plans. Atan archeological site a visitor could be provided withvarious overlays indicating what used to be above thecurrent ground level as well as what is below the currentground level.Context-aware devices can also be used as tools.Simple sonar devices are used to make room measure-ments today. It would not take much to have a hand-held device that both videotaped and mapped a roomalong with user commentary. An ecological �eld studyor an archeological dig could be assisted by a device thatautomatically recorded the context of a particular �nd,including noting the surrounding objects. Consider anelectronic �eld guide that assisted the user in recogniz-ing plants or insects.One of the most interesting applications of contextaware devices is to support group interaction on a touror in a classroom, for example. Participants in a livedemonstration of some new technology could use theirpersonal device to help steer the demo using majorityvoting or consensus among the viewers. Each partici-pant could run a personalized version of the same demoby expressing their own choices. In this case context iswhich demo a participant is participating in or attend-ing to, and the personal machine may switch to anothercontext if it detects the user is attending to that contextinstead.3 Related WorkIn thinking about and developing a location-aware ap-plication, we were greatly inuenced by the work on thePARCTab at Xerox PARC [10], the InfoPad project atBerkeley [5], the Olivetti Active Badge system [9] andthe Personal Shopping Assistant proposed at AT&T [2].We wanted to build useful applications that might takeadvantage of the hardware developed in the PARCTaband InfoPad projects. We did not want to build our ownhardware, so we have a di�erent focus from all of theseprojects. There are a number of commercially availableand relatively inexpensive hand-held units that wouldsu�ce for our purposes, such as the Apple MessagePad
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with the Newton Operating System1, a MagicCap2 ma-chine or a pen-based palmtop/tablet PC. We chose towork initiallywith the Apple MessagePad 100 with New-ton 1.3 and pen-based PCs running Windows for PenComputing 1.0.For positioning, we considered the Active Badge sys-tem, but rejected it for reasons of cost and long-termobjectives. The Active Badge system combines positiondetection with communication. For room-level granu-larity of position, this is reasonable since the commu-nications range is on par with the position resolution.With Cyberguide, it is not clear that positioning andcommunication systems should always share physical re-sources. Certain versions of our prototype did; otherprototypes did not. We provided for the separation ofthe wireless communications capabilities from the posi-tioning system, so we could seek out more cost-e�ectivesolutions for both.We tried to pay attention to the higher level con-ceptual design of Cyberguide, but we have not been asgeneral in our handling of context-aware mobile objectsas has Schilit [8].4 Architecture of CyberguideFrom the beginning, we have been focusing on devel-oping a family of systems and not just a single appli-cation, so it made sense to think about a conceptualdesign, or architecture, that captured the essence of Cy-berguide. We have divided the system into several in-dependent components, or modules, and have found ituseful to present those components in terms of the peo-ple a tourist would like to have available while exploringunfamiliar territory. The overall system serves as a tourguide, but we can think of a tour guide as playing therole of cartographer, librarian, navigator and messenger.The services provided by these components are:� Cartographer (Mapping) This person has in-timate knowledge of the physical surroundings,such as the location of buildings, interesting sightswithin a building, or pathways that the tourist canaccess. This component is realized in our systemsby a map (or maps) of the physical environmentsthat the tourist is visiting.� Librarian (Information) This person providesaccess to all of the information about sights thata tourist might encounter during their visit. Thiswould include descriptions of buildings or otherinteresting sights and the identities of people as-sociated with the areas. The librarian can an-swer speci�c question about certain sights (\Who1MessagePad and the Newton Operating System are registeredtrademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.2MagicCap is a registered trademark of General Magic, Inc.

works in that building?" or \What artist paintedthat picture?" or \What other demonstrations arerelated to what I am looking at?"). This compo-nent is realized as a structured repository of infor-mation relating to objects and people of interestin the physical world.� Navigator (Positioning) The interests of thetourist lie relatively close to their physical loca-tion. Therefore, it is important to know exactlywhere the tourist is, in order to show the immedi-ate surroundings on the map or answer questionsabout those surroundings (\What am I lookingat?"). The navigator is responsible for chartingthe location of the tourist within the physical sur-roundings. This component is realized by a posi-tioning module that delivers accurate informationon tourist location and orientation.� Messenger (Communications) A tourist willwant to send and receive information, and so themessenger provides a delivery service. For exam-ple, when visiting an exhibit or demonstration, thetourist might want to speak with the owner of theexhibit. If the owner is not present, the tourist canleave a message. In order to �nd out where othertourists are located, each tourist can communicateher current location to some central service thatothers can access. It might also be desirable tobroadcast information to a set of tourists (\Thebus will be leaving from the departure point in 15minutes."). This component is realized as a set of(wireless) communications services.The utility of this architectural decomposition for Cy-berguide is that it provides an extensible and modularapproach to system development. It is extensible be-cause we can always add further services. For example,we have considered adding an historian whose purposeis to document where the tourist has been and whather reactions were to the things she saw. It is modularbecause it has allowed us to change the implementationof one component of the system with minimal impacton the rest of the system. For example, we have im-plemented di�erent versions of the navigator and thelibrarian without having to alter the other components.Of course, these components are related in some ways;for instance, position information ultimately has to betranslated into a location on the physical map. De�n-ing standard interfaces between the components is themeans by which we achieve separation between and co-ordination among the various components.
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5 The Indoor CyberguideIn this section, we describe how each of the separatemodules in the conceptual architecture have evolved inthe indoor version of Cyberguide on the Apple Mes-sagePad.5.1 Map ModuleDeveloped for use by vistors to GVU open houses, themap module, shown on the left side of Figure 1, containsa map of the entire GVU Center. Passageways anddemonstration stations (stars in Figure 1) are shown.Only a limited view of the lab can be seen at any giventime. The user can scroll the map around and zoomin and out to see alternative views. There is an iconto show the user's location on the map. Using infor-mation from the positioning module, we implementedautomatic scrolling of the map. If desired, the user's po-sition is updated automatically and the map is scrolledto ensure that the user's current position remains on thevisible portion of the map.5.2 Information ModuleThe information module (shown on the right side ofFigure 1) contains information about each of the demoson display at GVU open house. This includes abstractsof the project being demoed, background informationon those involved with the project, as well as where toget further information. The location of each demo ismarked on the map by a star. The user selects the staricon for a demo to reveal its name. Selecting the namebrings up the information page for that demo. The usercan also go directly into the information module andsearch for information for speci�c demo pages either bycategory or by project name.One version of the information module was hard-coded, providing very fast response but requiring a re-compilation every time demo information needed to beupdated. Another implementation used Newton �les,called soups, to store information. The use of soupsavoided hard-coding data into the application and sim-pli�ed demo information updates, but did not have ad-equate response time. Our third implementation of theinformation module used Newton Books, the Newtonplatform documentation viewer, to store the demo in-formation. The use of Newton Books improved our ac-cess time considerably, allowing for an automated infor-mation update process without requiring data be hard-coded directly into the application. Throughout allthree versions of our information module, we were ableto modify the information module independent of thedevelopment e�orts of the other modules, validating themodularity of part of our design.

5.3 Communication ModuleOur initial implementation of a communication moduleconsisted of a wired Internet Appletalk connection froma Apple MessagePad through a Unix Appletalk Gate-way. Although there are future plans to release TCP/IPfor the Newton platform, currently it is limited to Ap-pletalk network connections. We built an applicationlevel protocol on top of a public domain implementationof the Appletalk protocol for Solaris[4]. This allows usto open a connection-based Appletalk stream from theApple MessagePad to a UNIX platform. We then in-voked our gateway application to repacketize Appletalkpackets into TCP/IP packets for transmission over theInternet. This allowed for TCP/IP connectivity froma Apple MessagePad via an Appletalk connection. Wecould then fetch HTML documents as well as send andreceive e-mail. We utilized this functionality within Cy-berguide by providing a questionnaire for users to com-plete, which was sent to the developers as an e-mailmessage. (see Figure 2)5.4 Position ModulePosition is the obvious starting point for a context awaremobile device. We considered several methods for sens-ing the user location. The outdoor version can use GPS.Indoors GPS signals are weak or not available. We con-sidered RF for indoor position measurement, but foundo� the shelf solutions too expensive.One solution for an indoor positioning system wasto use infrared (IR). Our �rst positioning system wasbased on using TV remote control units as active bea-cons, and using a special IR receiver tuned to the car-rier frequency (� 40kHz) of those beacons (Figure 3).A microcontroller (Motorola 68332) interfaced the IRreceiver to the serial port of the Apple MessagePad.We deployed an array of remote controls hanging fromthe ceiling (Figure 3 right), each remote control act-ing as a position beacon by repeatedly beaming out aunique pattern. The 68332 translates the IR patterninto a unique cell identi�er that is sent to the AppleMessagePad's serial port. As the tourist moves aroundthe room and passes into the range of a new cell, theposition (indicated by an arrowhead) is updated on themap. Keeping track of the last recorded cell locationprovides a good guess as to the location the tourist isheading, so we indicate an assumed orientation by point-ing the position icon accordingly.The remote control system is too expensive for largescale use as the cost of the 68332 microcontroller isadded to the cost of the Newton. Our second position-ing system combines position measurement with com-munication in using the built in Newton IR port. Twoways to utilize the IR port are to use the proprietaryNewton IR protocol or to use RS232. The proprietary
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Figure 1: Newton screen dumps: map view on left, information view on right.

Figure 2: Questionnaire using communications module for delivery.
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Figure 3: IR positioning prototype (left) and the array of positioning beacons in the GVU Lab (right).Newton IR protocol not robust in the presence of mul-tiple senders and receivers during mobile use. We usedthe IR port in serial IR mode where access to the IRport is through a half duplex connection encoding datausing raw RS232. The serial IR mode is appropriate forour positioning system, but has a range of only threefeet.We are currently implementing a new IR systembased on the same IR units used inside the Apple Mes-sagePad (from Sharp) for beacons and communicationstations. These units relay data from a serial interfaceon a networked workstation out through the IR inter-face using RS232 encoding. The networked worksta-tions control the data that is passed between IR units.Instead of a secondary processor, pen-based PCs willuse an IR transceiver attached to their serial port andApple MessagePads will use their built in IR port.With these IR units in place, we will also be ableto implement crude low range wireless communications.We are no longer limited to sending single beacon num-bers, but can send relatively large packets of informa-tion. The drawbacks are that our range is only three feetand we are communicating over an RS232 connectionwithout error detection or correction. Given these lim-itations, we plan to implement relatively simple trans-missions and broadcasts.6 The Outdoor CyberguideThere were several motivations for building a Cyber-guide prototype for outdoor use (Figure 4). First, we

wanted to use Cyberguide over a wider area than the rel-atively small GVU Center. We also wanted to test themodularity of our design by having to change criticalfeatures. The two features that were changed on thisprototype were the underlying map and the physicalpositioning system. We obtained a di�erent map andinserted that into the map module without any prob-lems. For positioning, we replaced the IR positioningmodule with a Trimble GPS unit attached to the Ap-ple MessagePad serial port. (see right side of Figure 4).The GPS unit sends a position in latitude and longi-tude which was then translated into a pixel coordinaterepresenting the user's current position on the map.The outdoor positioning system has been tested bytwo prototypes. We �rst built a proof of concept tourof the Georgia Tech campus (shown in Figure 4). Weare currently working on a more full-scale outdoor Cy-berguide, CyBARguide, to guide a tourist in pursuit ofrefreshment at neighborhood establishments in Atlanta.This involves handling multiple maps, querying of alarge amount of information and some minimal rout-ing facilities. We also plan to make the data withinthe information module modi�able so the user can addpersonalized information including personal impressionsthat may be useful for future reference, a type of virtualgra�tti.7 PC ImplementationsIn order to verify the platform independence of our con-ceptual design, we initiated two separate e�orts build-
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Figure 4: The outdoor Cyberguide (left) with GPS unit (right).ing pen-based PC versions of Cyberguide. These limitedfunctionality PC versions were written using Borland'sDelphi environment and Microsoft's Visual Basic. Bothwere installed on Dauphin DTR-1 palmtops running Penfor Windows Computing 1.0. The functionality of theseCyberguides are summarized below.The Visual Basic prototype implemented the map,positioning and information modules, but not the com-munication module. A commercial web browser is usedas the information module. The positioning module isidentical to the indoor IR module on the Apple Mes-sagePad. The map module displays maps, like the Ap-ple MessagePad, using a bitmap image on which addi-tional icons are displayed.The Delphi version has implemented the map andinformation module. Web pages containing demo infor-mation are stored locally as database objects using astand-alone Borland database engine. Information isviewed using a public domain Delphi HTML viewer.Though faster than the Visual Basic counterpart, itis a long-term disadvantage to have the informationbase stored locally. In contrast to both the Apple Mes-sagePad and Visual Basic versions, the Delphi versionuses vector based maps. This allows for arbitrary scal-ing and rotation of the map and well as path generation(not implemented). Currently there is no communica-tion module and only a manual positioning capability,similar to the �rst Apple MessagePad prototype.

8 IssuesOur experience over the last year developing versionsof Cyberguide with di�erent features on di�erent plat-forms has given us a certain amount of insight into theimportant issues in developing mobile, context-awareapplications. In this section, we summarize some ofthose issues.Our prototyping e�orts were iterative, modifying bothhardware and software to improve functionality. Ourprimary focus, to assess the impact of mobile technol-ogy for a speci�c task, necessitated rapid and inexpen-sive prototyping. This motivated the use of inexpensivecommercially available hardware. When choosing ourhardware platform, we considered several mobile hand-held devices before deciding on the Apple MessagePad.One of the biggest obstacles was the requirement toprogram the Apple MessagePad in its own proprietarylanguage. However, given the price and product avail-ability we developed all three iterations of our initialprototype on the Apple MessagePad.Over the last nine months we have used Cyberguidefor many GVU open houses. We gathered informal feed-back through informal surveys, formal questionnairesand informal user comments. We also observed visitorsas they tried to use Cyberguide to maneuver aroundthe lab. During each iteration we incorporated the userfeedback and our own reactions to what was good andwhat was bad into the next iteration on the design.While our major focus was to prototype a context-awaremobile application rapidly, we realize that little can bedetermined concerning the impact of such technology
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unless the technology is put in the hands of real users.8.1 Coupling of Positioning and Com-municationThere is an interesting relationship between the posi-tioning and communication systems. Systems such asPARCTab and the Active Badge rely on a close couplingof positioning and communication. This is because thelocation of any mobile entity is determined by the bea-con which receives a communication from the entity. InCyberguide, the indoor and outdoor positioning systemworked by having the beacon inform the mobile entitywhere it was located. The disadvantage of this latterapproach for Cyberguide is that only the mobile entityknows its location. For applications in which you wantobjects to know about the position of other objects,there must be some sort of communication. However, itcan be impossible or undesirable to couple positioningand communication together. For example, if positionis coming from GPS, then a separate means of commu-nication must be used. In our current version of indoorIR positioning using the Sharp IR units, we can couplepositioning and communication, but the range of theIR link is so limited (3 feet) that communication willbe cumbersome. It makes sense to use a short rangeIR positioning system because position information canbe localized to objects of interest. Communication, onthe other hand, needs to be uniform throughout somespace.8.2 Communication MediumWe have been trying to implement communications ser-vices on commercial hand-held units. While commu-nication is important to Cyberguide, there is no ob-vious appropriate choice for a wireless communicationmedium to suit our needs. It clearly is not a prior-ity among the manufacturers of these units to providehigh bandwidth, cost-e�ective wireless communications.There are many potential solutions for communications(IR, spread-spectrum RF, cellular packet, cellular mo-dem), but the variety and quality of these servi�-ces chan-ges so much that manufacturers tend not to build com-munications devices into the units, for fear of prematureobsolescence. Instead, they rely on third party commu-nications solutions with standard interfaces (e.g., PCM-CIA). In our experience, there is a need to have highbandwidth communication to the mobile unit and lowbandwidth connection back to the network. We do notassume that the hand-held unit will always carry aroundwith it the entire information base or map associatedwith the area the tourist is visiting. Rather, that infor-mation should be provided on demand and relative tothe position/orientation of the tourist.

8.3 Map RepresentationWe have experimented with bitmap and vector-basedmaps. The bitmap representation is easy to obtain(scanning) for any area and is relatively inexpensive tostore and display. Scaling and rotation, however, arecumbersome with that representation. Since we weredecorating the map to highlight places of interest thatwere not on the original bitmap, it was di�cult to con-trol the display of the decorations after scaling for azoom in or out. Another problem with the bitmap rep-resentation is accuracy with respect to the real-world.In the outdoor version of Cyberguide, we noticed a drifton the positioning system for a certain region of the mapattributed to the map itself being out of scale. Also, abitmap representation is not suited to doing higher levelmap services, such as generating a path to direct thetourist to a location of interest.A vector-based representation, on the other hand,is easier to handle in terms of manipulation and addi-tional services such as way-�nding, but was not a fea-sible solution on the interpreted platforms (Visual Ba-sic and Apple MessagePad 100 with Newton 1.3 usingthe Newton Toolkit 1.5) because it was computation-ally overwhelming to manage the display (this may besolved with compiling capabilities of later versions ofthe Newton Toolkit). It is also more di�cult to obtaina vector-based map for a large and detailed area. Forexample, when we built the Delphi prototype, it wasnot di�cult to build a map tool to construct the vector-based map, but it would take a very long time to createa map of the GVU Lab with the detail we already hadin the bitmap version. For outdoor use, there are al-ready commercially available structured map databasesfor large areas, and these are being used in navigationalsystems in rental cars. However, the size of the mapdatabase prohibits local storage on hand-held units, sothere is an even stronger argument for high bandwidthdownstream wireless connectivity.8.4 Cross-Platform IssuesWe developed prototypes on multiple platforms to val-idate our platform independent conceptual design. Itwas encouraging to see the same indoor positioning sys-tem work for both the Apple MessagePad and VisualBasic prototypes. We will soon have this working forthe Delphi platform as well. The latest version of theindoor positioning system will work for any device witha serial port. Outdoor positioning is similarly cross-platform, relying on either a serial or PCMCIA inter-face.For communication, we also see the need to stan-dardize the interface and protocol. For information ser-vices, it is natural to want support for wireless TCP/IPto enable full Internet capability. The informationbrows-
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ing can then be treated as a Web browsing task, for ex-ample. There are e�orts already to support TCP/IP forplatforms such as the Newton platform, but the band-width does not yet support delivery of complex graphics,as we would need for map delivery.9 Future WorkWe have worked for a year on Cyberguide. We havealways tried to keep in mind the very long term goals ofthis kind of application, and many of those ideas havebeen expressed by others and by us in Section 2. Thefollowing is a list of features that we feel are most im-portant for near-term future versions of mobile, context-aware applications such as Cyberguide.9.1 Modi�able Information BaseAs a tourist visits a place, she may read about preparedinformation, but she may also have her own thoughtsand reactions to what she sees or may overhear some-one else interpret an exhibit in an interesting way thatshe would like to record. Capturing relevant informa-tion along the way and adding that to the informationbase would be useful. There has been some recent workon capturing information at meetings [6] or in the class-room [1, 7] and it seems a natural extension to add thiskind of capture facility for the tourist.9.2 Increased CommunicationsCyberguide is communications poor, and that has pre-vented us from doing more interesting activities, suchas broadcasting messages, informing a single user aboutother tourists, sending messages between tourists andmoving the information sources o� of the hand-heldunit. This is a high priority in our future work and wewill most likely investigate third party wireless modemswith TCP/IP support on the hand-held units. Since weare currently limited to what is in place from commer-cial vendors, we might now take the time to investigateresearch platforms such as the InfoPad.9.3 Improved Context AwarenessOne way to view the capturing activity above is asa way to augment the system's understanding of thetourist's context by remembering what was interesting.We currently have a very limited notion of context inCyberguide | physical location and crude orientation.We have experimented with capturing historical context(what sights have been visited already), but there area number of other aspects of the tourist's context thatcan be useful. For instance, knowing where everyoneelse is located might suggest places of potential interest.

Knowing the tourist's reaction to some exhibits wouldhelp in suggesting other related places of interest. Beingaware of time of day or day of week may aid in more in-telligent user queries of interesting attractions or activ-ities. We feel that the secret to context-awareness is indoing it behind the scenes. The more that can be auto-matically captured and turned into context, the better.If the user has to explicitly inform the system aboutcontext information (\I am currently located here." or\This exhibit is boring to me." or \The museum is cur-rently closed.") then the context is unlikely to be fullyutilized.9.4 Leveraging the WebIn the touring example, we found that much of the in-formation we wanted to display was already availableon the Web. Web browsing is now a natural informa-tion browsing metaphor. It makes sense to leverage thisavailable information resource and mode of interactionfor all of the information needs. The map module thenprovides hooks or links to the information on the Web,and it is delivered on demand, similar to when a userselects a URL on a browser. There have already beensome research [3] and commercial attempts at providingmobile Web browsers.9.5 Use of VisionIn the extreme case, we can think of a communion be-tween the physical and electronic worlds, as suggestedby work in augmented reality. Replace the hand-heldunit with a pair of goggles and as the user wandersaround, information about certain exhibits can be sum-moned up and overlaid on top of the actual image. Vi-sion techniques can be used to augment the position-ing system to inform the system and tourist what thetourist is looking at. We have experimented with visionsystems as an extension to Cyberguide. Ultimately, wewant to move toward personalized vision systems.9.6 Ubiquitous Positioning SystemOur current prototypes are exclusively indoor or out-door, not both. This is mainly because we had no onepositioning system that worked in both conditions. GPSis unreliable indoors and the IR-based beacon system isimpractical for us to implement outdoors. We intend tointegrate both positioning systems into one application,to allow a tourist to wander in and out of buildings andhave Cyberguide automatically switch the positioningsystem.
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9.7 Increased Multimedia SupportIn the context of the GVU open houses, visitors oftengather around a demo and stretch to watch the activityon a desktop machine as the researcher describes therelated research. We would like to have Cyberguideunits in the vicinity of the demonstration be able topick up a live feed from the demonstration for displayon their own unit. Initially, this could be achieved by asimplemirroring of the demonstration machine's displayonto the hand-held unit. Ultimately, we envision thevisitor \plugging in" to the demonstration and beingable to control it from their hand-held unit.10 ConclusionsWe have described research we have been conductingover the past year prototyping mobile, context-awareapplications. The main focus of our development e�orthas been commercially available hardware platforms andwith the speci�c application focus of a tour guide. Wedescribed several iterations on the Cyberguide appli-cation, built to support tours through various venues.Our experience prototyping several variations of Cyber-guide on various platforms has raised some signi�cantresearch issues in the continued development of mobile,context-aware applications.AcknowledgmentsThe Cyberguide project is very much a group develop-ment e�ort. The authors would like to acknowledge thesupport of the several members of the Future Comput-ing Environments Group at Georgia Tech, particularlyDietmar Aust, without whom this project would surelyhave failed. Gregory Abowd would like to acknowledgethe numerous undergraduate students in his softwareengineering courses who put forth e�ort in de�ning andbuilding many of the prototype systems. Cyberguidewas initially supported by a seed grant from Peter Free-man, Dean of the College of Computing at GeorgiaTech. Subsequent e�ort on the project was supportby BellSouth Intelliventures through the Industrial Af-�liates Program in the GVU Center at Georgia Tech.Some of our equipment has been loaned to us from Ap-ple Computer, Inc. and we would like to thank JimSpohrer in particular for his continued support of ourwork.Sue Long now works for Wink Communications inAlameda, California. She can be contacted via e-mailas sue.long@wink.com.
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